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1.0

Introduction

1.0

Introduction

The purpose of this report is RIBA Stage 02 Concept Design Report, to
present the concept design proposal for an Innovation Centre scheme
on the town centre edge of the Central Way car park site in Workington.
Following a feasibility study for the entire Central Way car park site in
Workington, the Innovation Centre portion’s design has progressed as
it’s own project after being awarded a Town’s Fund grant.
The project is strategically important to Workington as this is a
completely unique offer to the area, and will provide space to
encourage and nurture local entrepreneurship.

Workington Town Centre Edge Aerial
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2.0

Executive
Summary

2.0 Executive Summary

2.1

Project Background

Workington is located within the Borough of Allerdale, Cumbria and is
known for it’s former production of coal and steel. A notable employer
just outside of the town is Sellafield, facilitating the dominant sector
of employment within West Cumbria. It has close links to the towns of
Maryport and Whitehaven.
As is the case with many towns and cities across the UK, Workington
has suffered over the years from economic decline in the town centre.
However in September 2021 Allerdale Borough Council (ABC) had
been successful in securing a £8.2 million Town’s Fund grant for the
Innovation Centre project.
With this investment, the vision to retain entrepreneurial talent in the
area can be realsied, creating a new destination for scalable businesses,
especially across the digital technology and manufacturing sectors.
Buttress Architects have been appointed by Mott MacDonald / ABC to
design the Innovation Centre scheme to RIBA Stage 2. Mott MacDonald
also provide the Structural, MEP and Costing reports found in the
appendix of this report.

2.2

2.3

Project Themes & Workplace Objectives

The Innovation Centre will provide a variety of high quality workplace
solutions with flexibility at the core of it’s design. These are to appeal to
skilled workers, innovators and ambitious entrepreneurs.
Developing further from the now emerged typology of co-working
spaces, an Innovation Centre allows cross-pollination of similar minded
workers in emerging businesses. This is achieved through wellbeing
and breakout spaces to foster this stronger relationship and encourage
collaboration. Within the wider context it creates a destination for the
area through activated public realm to appeal to visitors and tenants
alike with a contemporary and modern architectural and interior design.

2.4

Project Objectives

The key objectives for the project are to asses the feasibility of a newbuild Innovation Centre, providing an appropriate quantum of rentable
space to align with both the budget and demand assessment.

2.6

SQW Summary

•

Informed by the initial costing exercise, the project should offer
circa. 15,000sqft (1,394m²) NET Lettable space

•

The building should be flexible to accommodate changing working
patterns and tenants

•

Specialist manufacturing workshop spaces would be a positive
inclusion to provide more targeted spaces

2.7

Concept Design

The overall design and mass carries on from the arrangement principles
explored by the feasibility study by SQW, leaving ample space between
the Innovation Centre and residential properties and providing a strong
and active frontage onto Central Way that is clearly visible from nearby
routes.

The architectural design is in response to the immediate context whilst
acting as an extension of the town centre and also follows guidance
provided by SQW as to the appropriate mix of office space types.

A focus on wellbeing spaces (cafe entrance, external terraces and green
space) is included within the design to create a vibrant and attractive
place to work and compete with the convenience of working from
home.

2.5

2.8

Project Vision

The vision is to establish Workington Innovation Centre as a distinctive,
successful and widely recognised focal point for the incubation and
growth of scalable firms. The centre will target digital and advanced
engineering firms although, as technologies converge across sectors, a
flexible approach will be required.
Innovation support and management of the space is at the core of
scheme, along with a strong public presence to link with the town
centre.

Engagement

During the design development, regular client and design team
meetings have been held to discuss and progress the emerging options
and design. Public realm coordination has also been carried out so
that the landscape provision is appropriate within the developing town
centre strategy.
At this time no public consultation has been held.
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Cost Estimate Summary

After an initial cost exercise on a 20,000 sqft (1,858m²) NET lettable
area scheme projected an overall cost of £11.5 million, the project size
was further reduced to 15,000 sqft (1,394m²) NET lettable area. The GIA
of the reduced size project is circa. 2,500m².
The final stage 2 design came in at a total cost limit of £8.7 million,
however additional capital will be required to offset predicted losses
over the first few years of operation until a stable base of income can
be established to annually break even. To account for this shortfall,
Allerdale Borough Council have pledged a further £1 million to the
project.
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3.0

Brief
Development

3.0

Brief Development

3.1

Different Ways of Working

Key
Solitary

In recent years, there has been an emerging trend that has seen
workplace culture shift to co-working and creating workplaces centred
upon ideas of identity, community and neighbourhoods. This appears
to have gained even more traction in 2021 in a post pandemic world.
Rethinking why people want to come into an office to work, and what
we can do as designers and employers to support that choice, has a
huge impact on employee engagement and in turn productivity.
Flexible workspaces tend to resonate with smaller businesses, start-ups
and freelancers. They tend to be places and spaces that encourage
creativity, innovation, collaboration, and social interaction. In many
cases, the workplace is seen as a destination in itself which create a
landmark within the local community. In some cases, the buildings
complement and connect with the heritage of the area, inviting people
to visit and spend time.
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Flexible workspaces offer choice, variety and typically break down the
traditional organization of an office or workplace. Some of the spaces
offered are listed over leaf.

Interactive
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Touch
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Locker Area Space

Breakout Space

Innovation Space
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Compared to traditional managed services offices an Innovation Centre
provides;
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The adjacent diagram introduces some key themes
that can be considered when considering the brief
for the Central Way Innovation Centre.
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3.0

Brief Development

3.3

Demand Assessment Requirements

To develop the brief in line with demand requirements, the following is
recommended as outlined in SQW’s demand assessment;

General
•

Area calls for c15,000 sq ft total NET lettable area

•

Demand is inherently uncertain due to untested typology in the area

•

The quality of wellbeing spaces is imperative to compete with
working from home benefits

The following schedule outlines area requirements for the project. It
incorporates SQW’s demand assessment feedback on what quantities of
each type of rentable, commercial and required supporting spaces that
are appropriate for the scheme.

Outline Office Area Provision:

•

All spaces should be as flexible as possible to accommodate future
growth in both the area and individual businesses

•

Within flexible space, 1-2 long-term anchor tenants would de-risk
and give financial stability

•

The quality of hard + soft support infrastructures will need to be
high and complementary

•

Provision for cyclists (showers) should be included

•

Adequate car parking provision remains an important consideration

Financial
•

£18.50/sq ft rent typical rental (Year 1)

•

Potential for high maintenance costs due to marine environment

No. of units

Size of unit (sq ft)

Total space (sq ft)

1

1000

1000

2

750

1500

3

500

1500

6

400

2400

6

300

1800

9

200

1800

TOTAL

10000

Outline Workshop Area Provision:
No. of units

Size of unit (sq ft)

Total space (sq ft)

4

1250

5000

TOTAL

5000

Total NET Lettable Provision - 15,000 sqft

SQW Demand Assessment Extracts
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4.0 Context
4.1

Location

Located in the county of Cumbria and Borough of Allerdale, Workington
is a coastal town at the mouth of the River Derwent, located 5 miles
from Maryport and 7 miles from Cockermouth and is well connected to
the Lake District National Park.

Maryport

Cockermouth
Workington
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4.2

The Site in Context
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Current Map of Workington
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4.3

Town Centre Connections

1. Washington Square Retail Centre

1
2. St John’s Church

3

2

3. Vulcan Park

Key
Site (Entire Central Way Car Park)
Primary Road Connections
Town Centre Shopping Zone
Town Centre High-Density Zone
Public Parks / Green Space
Primary Pedestrian / Train Routes
Town Centre Boundary (As Defined in SPD)

Area Connections
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4.4

Site 3D Context

Christ Central
Church

Town Centre
Retail Area

4 Star
Hotel

Innovation Centre
Site (109 Spaces)

Remaining Car
Park (87 Spaces)

Surrounding
Housing Area

St John’s
Church

There are several local landmarks nearby, with the Christ Central Church
directly adjacent, St John’s church to the east and Washington Central
Hotel marking the corner of the town centre.
The immediate area surrounding the car park is predominantly terraced
residential housing with a multi-storey car park a few small office
commercial buildings on the town side, no taller than 5 storeys.

Multi-storey
Car Park
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Oxford St.
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Green Buffer
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Additional Car
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4.5

Project Site Boundary

The boundary of the Innovation Centre site
borders the two Central Way public realm
zones identified by Allerdale Borough Council
as potential zones for regeneration to improve
wider connections.
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3D Site Analysis

The entire site surface is tarmac in fair to poor condition, with a
maximum height difference of 1.8m sloping down westwards towards
Central Way.
The initial wider site zoning strategy is to notionally continue the
adjacent street lines through the Central Way site, to provide a related
urban grain. These would be cycle and pedestrian connections only so
that the smaller residential streets do not become overused as throughroutes.
Within this first phase of the Central Way site, the area within the blue
boundary is to be retained as a car park. The total parking provision
being displaced on the innovation centre site is 109 spaces.

+

N

+15.6m

+13.8m

+

Key
Innovation Centre Site Boundary

Central Way Car Park Site Boundary

Proposed New Pedestrian/Cycle Routes
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4.7

Site Photographs

The following images record the characteristics
of the site, connections and the immediate
context.
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Adjacent Office Unit
Central Way Vehicle & Pedestrian Underpass
Central Square Bridge Wall & Planting
Multi-Storey Car Park
Christ Central Church & Corner of Site
Car Wash & Restaurant
Typical Terrace Residential Buildings East of Site
Level Change from Central Way Car Park to Devonshire Street
End of Central Way & Transition to Pedestrian Footpath
Additional West of Site Car Parking & Level Change to Terraces
Pedestrian Link to Gray Street
Green Buffer Space Adjacent to Site
Back of Terraces Facing Car Park Site
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5.0

Innovation
Centre Design
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.1

Design Overview

The Innovation Centre was initially proposed for the entire Central
Way car park site. This was in the outline form of a 4,000m² GIA cube
block, with a cafe provision on the ground floor and office areas above.
The mass was situated away from both the Christ Central Church and
terraced housing on Roper Street.
In the following section, the development and final stage 2 design circa.
2,500m² GIA are presented, taking into account the various factors that
altered the brief during the design process.

Final Stage 2 Design
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.2

Site Layout Development

From the initially larger outline brief of an innovation centre at
circa. 4,000m² GIA, the following massing studies were completed
considering the best position on shaping on site. Though the required
area reduced significantly, the principles from this study still apply.
Option 1 was decided on as the preferred option similar to the initial
feasibility cube form, due to it’s material efficiency using a simple shape,
ample distance from the contextual buildings, frontage to Central Way
and creation of a public space facing the town centre approach.

Co-Working Office
Private Office
Potential Flexible Aparthotel Space

Parking

Courtyard

Courtyard
Courtyard

Parking

Parking

Option 1 - Consolidated Mass (Preferred Option)

Option 2 - South Facing Courtyard

Option 3 - Linear Block with Private Outdoor Space

•
•

Efficient form uses less material & requires only 1 circulation core
Wellbeing spaces on terraces & adaptable public realm

•
•

All wellbeing & external spaces have a South/West aspect
Large letable area per floor

•
•

Additional Co-Working Provision at ground level
Frontage along Central Way

•
•

Further away from scale of 2-3 storey surrounding context
Shading upon surrounding buildings may be an issue

•
•

Requires 2 cores for means of escape
Town centre entrance blocked by car parking

•
•

Large ground floor footprint required
Some disruption to first phase of office & co-working
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.3

Design Development

After deciding on the cube type form, the design developed in tandem
with the demand assessment, ultimately reducing significantly in
scale as the possibility of an anchor tenant reduced. Mass A shows a
stepped design at 4,000m² GIA and at 6 storeys was deemed too large
compared to the adjacent residential context.
This then reduced to mass B, consolidating all terraced spaces within
the pure cube footprint at 27x27m, this at 5 storeys fits onto the site
significantly better and provided 20,000 sqft of NET lettable space. An
initial costing exercise was carried out on this version, with a proposed
terracotta facade system forming the external envelope. The total cost
for this scheme was £11.5 million and so further design development
was required to come in on budget.
Mass C is the blank final stage 2 design and has reduced to a 24x24m
layout grid, improving the relationship with the site further and
providing 15,000 sqft NET lettable space, whilst retaining the majority of
wellbeing provision (terraces, cafe entrance, co-working) and increasing
the total workshop provision. Infill panels were introduced to reduce
the amount of glazing on certain façades and the fins were altered to a
thinner bronze coloured aluminium as a reference to Workington’s steel
industry and to reduce the overall cost.
Cube Mass A - 4,000m² GIA Concept Sketch

Cube Mass B - 20,000 sq ft NET Rentable Area Mass

Cube Mass C - 15,000 sq ft NET Rentable Area Mass
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.4

Preferred Option Development

Following early demand assessment findings, the scheme required
a reduction in the total area to circa. 15,000 sq ft (1,393m²) of NET
lettable office space. Allowing for other spaces in the Innovation Centre,
an estimate of 2,400m² GIA was used as a baseline target to allow for
circulation, floor voids and supporting spaces.

Pa r k

The form as shown in this diagram was articulated from a single cube
to step back on the upper floors to provide terrace spaces, and inset
slightly on the ground floor to clearly indicate the main entrance.

Pu b
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1. Site Definition & Zoning

2. Required Cube Mass on Site

3. Stepped Back Terraces

4. Entrance Recess Facing Public Realm

5. Grid Applied to Facade Treatment

6. Routes of Activity

Pedestrians
Cyclists
Vehicles
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.5

Office Spaces Look & Feel

RIBA Stage 0-1 Options
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.6

Workshops Look & Feel
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.7

Wellbeing Spaces Look & Feel

Adaptable Innovation Support Spaces

Breakout Areas

Collaboration Spaces

Improved Public Realm

Ground Floor Cafe

Green Terraces

RIBA Stage 2 Sketch Studies
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.8

Proposed Ground Floor Landscape Plan

Car Park 36 Spaces

Planting Over
Water Tank

Kitchen

Bike Store

Bar

WC WC Cleaning
Store

Workshop
WC WC

WC

Open Cafe Spill
Out Space

Workshop
Lobby

Key
Workshop

Communal Office Space
Private Office Space
Workshop Space

Proposed
Crossing

Cafe & Events Space
External Terrace Space
Circulation & Back of House
WCs & Changing
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.9

Proposed Floor Plans

Kitchen
Kitchen
36.75
36.75m²
m²
395.6
395 6SF
SF

Bike
BikeStore
Store
23.31
23.31m²
m²
25
251.00SF
SF

LV
LVSwitch
S itchRoom
Ro m++Water
WaterTank
Tank
25.37
25.37m²
m²
273.0
273.0SF
SF

Disabled
Di abledWC
WC

WC
WC
WC
WC

WC
WC

Bar
Bar

Changing
Changing
11
1.88m²
m²
127.0
27.0 SF
SF
Boiler AC Server Rooms
54.68 m²
588.6 SF

WC
WC

WC
WC

Workshop
34.8 m²
374.6 SF

Workshop
Workshop
68.99
68 99m²
m²
742.6
742 6SF
SF
Workshop
Workshop
43
3.29
29m²
m²
465
65 99SF
SF
Workshop
29.56 m²
318.2 SF

WC
WC
Caf
afe/Bar
/BarEntrance
Entrance
133
33 72
72m²
m²
1439.4
439.4 SF
SF

WC
WC

Reception
Reception

Workshop
Workshop
54
4.21
21m²
m²
583
83 55SF
SF

Workshop
30.64 m²
329.8 SF

Lobby
Lobby

Key
Communal Office Space

Ground Floor Plan - 1:200

Service Floor Plan - 1:200

Private Office Space
Workshop Space
Cafe & Events Space
External Terrace Space
Circulation & Back of House
WCs & Changing
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.10

Proposed Floor Plans

Workshop
49.88 m²
536.9 SF

WC

WC

Office Suite
7.91 m²
85.1 SF

WC

WC

Office Suite
50.52 m²
543.8 SF

D sabled WC

Office Suite
311.51 m²
3353.0 SF
WC

WC

WC

WC

Office Suite
7.91 m²
85.1 SF

Disabled WC
/ Shower

Co-Working
223.47 m²
2405.4 SF

Workshop
51.04 m²
549.4 SF

Co-Working
117.55 m²
1265.3 SF

Co-Working
60.1 m²
646.9 SF
Terrace
25.84 m²
278.2 SF

Key
Communal Office Space

First Floor Plan - 1:200

on
C ntral
ay
rk ngton - 1:200
Second
Floor
Plan

Private Office Space
Workshop Space
Cafe & Events Space
External Terrace Space
Circulation & Back of House
WCs & Changing
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.10

Proposed Floor Plans

Office Suite
7.91 m²
85.1 SF
Co-Working
228.54 m²
2459.9 SF

Fall Arrest System
Guard Rail 1100mm

1100mm Handrail
Around Terraces

Key
Communal Office Space

Third Floor Plan - 1:200

Al Plan
rda e Bo -u 1:200
C un i
Roof

Private Office Space
Workshop Space
Cafe & Events Space
External Terrace Space
Circulation & Back of House
WCs & Changing
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5.0

Innovation Centre Design

5.10

Proposed Elevations

3

North Elevation - 1:500
External Materiality:

1

External facade system - Polyester
Powder Coated (PPC) Aluminium Fins
300/800mm depth

2

PPC Aluminium Window Frames

3

Glazed Facade Panels with Polyester
Powder Coated Aluminium Spandrel
Panel

4

Infill Panel - PPC Aluminium Cladding

1

4

2
3

East Elevation - 1:500

1

4

2
3

South Elevation - 1:500

Car Park 36 Spaces
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WC WC
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Wor shop
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West Elevation - 1:500
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5.3

Area Schedules

The following schedules provide a complete breakdown of the different
spaces within the final stage 2 design.

Area Schedule (GIA)
Level

Room Schedule (NET Floor Area)

Area (m²)

Space Type

Total Area (m²)

Bike Store

23

Ground Floor

-

557

Cafe/Bar Entrance

133

Service Floor

-

574

Changing Rooms

11

First Floor

-

Second Floor

544

Circulation

81

Second Floor

25

Third Floor

351

Kitchen

36

Third Floor

156

25

TOTAL

Ground Floor

557

Service Floor
First Floor

TOTAL

Level

External Terrace Area Schedule

Ground Floor

2,583

LV Switch Room
Water Tank

Rentable Area Schedule (As Defined by SQW)
Level

+

WCs

15

Workshops

180

Ground Floor Total

Area (m²)

Area (sqft)

Ground Floor

Workshop

180

1937.5

Service Floor

Worskhop

95

1022.5

Co-Working Office

284

3057.9

Circulation

69

Private Office

159

1711.4

Co-Working Office

283

Co-Working Office

118

1270.1

Private Office Suites

159

Private Office

319

3433.6

WCs

11

Co-Working Office

228

2454.1

Private Office

8

86.1

1,391

14,973.2

First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

TOTAL

Boiler, AC + Servers
Workshops
Service Floor Total

First Floor

First Floor Total
Second Floor
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95
149 m²

522 m²
66

Co-Working Office

117

Private Office Suites

319

WCs

11
513 m²

Circulation

73

Co-Working Office

228

Private Office Suite

8

WCs

181 m²

54

Circulation

Second Floor Total
Third Floor

Area (m²)

504 m²

Space Type

Service Floor

Level

11

Third Floor Total

320 m²

GRAND TOTAL

2,008 m²
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Proposed Entrance View
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1. Primary Entrance
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5.12

Proposed Activity Views

1. South West Aerial in Context
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3. Terrace Relation to Public Realm
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5.13

Sustainable Design Elements & Principles

Sustainable principles have been considered throughout the concept
design process and applied where possible throughout the design.
Below is a list of these:
•

Efficient single core block type form

•

Hybrid solar, green & blue roof

•

Sustainably and locally sourced materials where possible

•

Prefabricated elements where possible to reduce construction time

•

Secure bicycle storage to encourage sustainable commuting

•

Green spaces - maximising biodiversity on site

•

Glass and extruded facade treatments to minimise solar gain

•

Insulated infill panels to reduce total glazing and minimise heat loss

Hybrid Green & PV Roof

Terraced Wellbeing Spaces

Solar Controlling Facade Treatment

Hybird Structure Exposed Servicing

At this stage these are indicative principles that have been
accommodated for. As the design progresses into stage 3, materiality,
solar shading and implementation of sustainable systems will be
considered in a greater level of detail to quantify the embodied and
operational carbon of the innovation centre.
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5.14

Building Regulations & BCO Guidance

8 0

The following are specific areas / quantities that the Innovation Centre
will need to meet in order to comply with both the UK building
Lif Shaft
regulations and BCO (British Council for Offices) guidance.

Clear Height Zones by Floor:

Mass, Facade Treatment & Materials

Toilet Provision - Part M / Allerdale Council:

•

Statutory authorities:

•

Office Spaces - BCO & BS6465 - 10m² NIA Per Person			
31-45 Staff/Floor =
4 WCs					
46-60 Staff/Floor =
5 WCs				
61-75 Staff/Floor =
6WCs 					
91-100 Staff/Floor =
8 WCs 				

Ground Floor + Service Floor:

300mm Floor Zone + Maximum 600mm Structure Allowance with 9.8m
Maximum Spans

Building Control and the Local Planning Department have not been
consulted at this time.

Service Zones 2200mm Floor to Ceiling Height with 200mm Floor Zone
•

Proximity & Distances:

1st + 2nd Floor:

00

8

300mm Floor Zone + Maximum 600mm Structure Allowance with 9.7m
Pla
Max Spans
•

3rd Floor:

22

600mm Roof Build-up Allowance, 600mm Structure Allowance with
6.7m Max Spans

1

2

3

4

5

•

Cafe - Max Occupancy 120 (Assumed 50/50 Split) BS6465

The building has been designed to provide suitable distances from the
adjacent housing and church as broken down below:

•

60 Males = 3No. WC (2 up to 40 + 1 per additional 40)

•

22m distance from the Christ Central Church

•

60 Females = 3No. WC (2 Up to 30 + 1 per additional 30)

•

47m from the nearest residential window overlooking the site

•

100m Max Distance to WC, 40m Wheelchair Max Distance to WC

•

21m distance from nearest residential property wall

•

Office Disabled Shower WC = Minimum 2400x2500mm

Back of House, Bins & Access:

•

Office Disabled Shower = Minimum 2200 x 2000mm

•

Plant rooms are accessible from the rear of the building

Lift Capacity - BCO Guidance:

•

Bin provision to be refined at next stage and provided at the rear
of the building or within the car park

•

12% of First Floor and Above

•

50% of First Floor Occupants Discounted for using Stairs

•

80% of Stated Car Capacity Used

Fall Arrest Guard Rail System

Core Circulation

re

2900

Office Suites

Private Office /
Digital Workshop

Cafe

Core Circulation

Proposed Innovation Centre Section & Floor Heights - 1:200
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2200
2200

Entrance
Cladding
Band

5200

5500

300

Core Circulation

2900

Co-Working

3500

3800

300

Core Circulation

3500

3800

Office Suites

s

t

p r y of Bu tres
dfloor
and us no
reproduced w thout eof
mi ceiling
i n
Finished
to underside
height = 2.6m - 2.75m

Co-Working

300

Co-Working

3200

3200

Internal
Heights - BCO Guidance:
t l

Escape Distances & Fire Resistance - Part B:
•

Single Core 18m Maximum Escape Distance to Protected Area

•

M4 6AF
Protected
Route from Core to Exterior at Ground Level

•

E ontact@but re s.net
REI
Protected Core for Firefighting
t
W 60/120

Car Parking - Cumbria County Council Standards:
•

1 Space per 25m² of GIA = Circa. 100 Spaces under current
guidance (Proximity to remaining Central Way car park provision
and multi-storey parking to be taken into consideration)

•

36 Spaces provided in current design, further discussions to follow
in next stage

n
Secure
Cycle Store, Showers & Lockers - BCO
W
y Wo k ngton
Guidance:

•

1 space per 10 staff, with provision to expand to 1.5 per 10 staff =
30 Spaces with provision to expand to 45

•

1 Locker Sper 1 Cycle Space = Minimum 30

•

For per
In ormation
1 Status
Shower
10 Cycle Spaces = Minimum 3

Workshop

2
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6.0 Appendix
6.1

Facade Design Notes

Facade Design
The rationale behind the external envelope design was to allow more
natural light through the more northerly façades with a shallow fin at
300mm depth. On the southerly façades this depth is increased to
800mm to mitigate unwanted solar gain in summer months. At the next
stage a detailed solar study will be required.

300mm Facade
Fin Depth

800mm Facade
Fin Depth

Facade Treatment & Marine Considerations
A particular environmental consideration for the scheme is it’s proximity
to the coastline (1.8km) and the adverse effect on materials the salt in
the air will have. Moving forward, all externally exposed elements must
be specified to a marine grade to ensure longevity.
After consulting Taylor Maxwell as to the specification required for the
aluminium facade fins and cladding, an Interpon D25D25 PPC coating
was recommended. The below guidelines this would give you a 30 year
colour/gloss guarantee.
•

Pre-treatment to Qualicoat/ BS EN 12206:2021. Suitable chromate/
non-chromate chemical conversion

•

Aluminium to be etched to a minimum of 1.5g/m2

•

Minimum applied coating thickness of 60 microns

•

All cut/bare metal edges, drilled holes, mitred joints to be fully
sealed

•

Cleaning regime of once every 6 months

3D Facade Build-up

Typical Facade Bay
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Design and Access Statement
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1. Introduction
Site Context
Ri

Wider Site Context
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Workington is a coastal town and civil parish
located at the mouth of the River Derwent in the
Borough of Allerdale in Cumbria.

en

t

The proposed development site is located
immediately adjacent to Workington Town Centre,
connected to the central shopping precinct by
'Central Way' as it joins Oxford Road to the north.

Workington
Leisure Centre
Workington Station

Waverley
Mill Stre

Roa

d

Workington
Town Centre
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Oxf

Workington Hall
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am

The town is well connected to its neighbouring
urban centres of Maryport, Carlisle, Whitehaven
and Cockermouth by road and rail.
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Vulcan Park
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2. Analysis
Site Photography 01
1

Key Focus Areas
The site photos across the following two pages
focus upon the opportunities and constraints of
the site and its immediate context.

Oxford Street

Image 1
An existing pedestrian crossing point and
connection into Workington Town Centre will be
encouraged as the main route for getting people
from the town centre to the site.

Remove all existing scrub &
street furniture

Encourage this
Route into Town

Image 2
Christ Central Church is a small building
immediatley abutting the development site.

Upgrade & Highlight
Pedestrian Crossing

Key Plan

rd S

Cent

Landscape proposals must respect the setting
of the building and respond to key movement
corridors to and from it.

2

Oxfo

This route is the most pedestrian friendly and the
existing crossing could be upgraded as part of
the proposed scheme.

tree

t
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uare

Oxford Street

1

Retain clear access to
curtilage of Church

Cen
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ay

2

Christ
Central
Church

Exis
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ting
Car Surface
Park
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2. Analysis
Site Photography 02
3

Key Focus Areas

Christ Central
Church

Image 3
A large brick wall forms the eastern boundary of
the proposed site. The appearance of this could
be improved through planting or painting.
It is important that access is retained to the
existing service doors and windows to the
southern elevation

Ensure access is retained to
Church Building
Opportunity to improve
setting of large brick wall

Key Plan

4

Oxfo

rd S

Cent

Image 4
The interface of the proposed development with
the existing surface car park to the south must be
considered to ensure building service access is
efficient and effective.
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Christ
Central
Church

Exis

Cen
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ting
Car Surface
Park

Create functional and attractive
interface with existing car park to south
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2. Analysis
Opportunities & Constraints

CHURCH

Maintain Clear Access to Curtilage of
Neighbouring Church

Opportunity to Create Arrival Square &
Significant Public Greenspaces

Layer . stud o

Encourage Safe Pedestrian Route into
Workington Town Centre
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3. Concept Development
Historic Design Drivers
Former Coal Depot
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Former Layout of Train Tracks
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3. Concept Development
Concept Plan
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4. Landscape Masterplan
Character Areas

Central Gardens

Christ Central
Church

Central Square

Building Curtilage
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4. Landscape Masterplan
General Arrangement

Retain Pedestrian Connection
to Workington Town Centre

Clear Stem & Multistem
Semi-Mature Tree Planting
CHRIST CENTRAL
CHURCH
Areas of Lawn for lounging

Mounded landform, planted
with ornamental species

Timber Benches

Ornamental Planting & Climbers to Wall

Historic Train Track Bands

Cen
t

ral

Wa

y

Cafe Spill-Out Opportunity
into Main Square

Street Tree Planting
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'Green Bay' with ornamental species + trees
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4. Landscape Masterplan
3D Sketch Visual
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4. Landscape Masterplan
Design Precedents 01
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4. Landscape Masterplan
Design Precedents 02
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The Barn, One Hollin Lane,
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Workington
Innovation Centre
Demand
Assessment
Final Report
December 2021

Document review

Introduction
the

demand

• Estimate the scale of demand for a new,
high quality IC in Workington

• Assess the nature of demand (e.g.
type/mix of space, services, wider
innovation and entrepreneurship support
offer) for central Workington.

SQW has adopted a
approach, drawing on:

standard

• Secondary data (covering both socioeconomic
performance
and
characteristics of the local commercial
property market)
• Primary research with local firms and
commercial property agents.

Complete

The core aims of
assessment are to:

Desk-based review of the
local economy
Desk-based review of
commercial property
market

E-survey of firms
Stakeholder consultations
(wave 1)
Interim analysis, synthesis
and emerging findings

Stakeholder consultations
(wave 2)
Hone and refine concept,
design and layout

Business Case

Socio-economic
performance and policy
context

Enterprise performance

Business birth rate per 1,000 working age population, 2015-2019

Entrepreneurial activity in Allerdale is limited
and its business base is shrinking…
• Over recent years, Allerdale has suffered from a
declining start-up rate and a net decrease of
firms.
• Allerdale’s five year average birth rate of 5.7
firms per 1,000 WAP remained consistently below
the average across Cumbria (6.3), the North
West (8.9) and the UK (9.3) as whole.

Net change in active enterprises (%), 2015-2019

• However, the district has higher three-to-fiveyear survival rates than the North West and UK
averages, suggesting Allerdale’s firms are more
resilient.

• High growth firms account for 0.4% of all
companies in Allerdale, in line with Cumbria and
UK averages.
Source: SQW analysis of Business Demography data

Innovation amongst local businesses
Innovation activity is largely focused on manufacturing…
• Beauhurst1 data suggests the town has a lack of innovative, high growth firms, hosting three
tracked firms in the last 10 years (and 18 in Allerdale as a whole). Of these firms…
➢ Two remain active: one is operating in the marine engineering sector (and has received
Innovate UK R&D funding), and the other is a specialist home interior firm.
➢ One is now dissolved, but manufactured and sold 3D scanners up until 2019.
• Workington also accounts for a low proportion of Cumbrian IUK grants. Since 2004, Cumbrian firms
have received 198 individual IUK grants, with 29% accounted for by firms in Allerdale (57). Only
four grants have been received by Workington firms (2% of all Cumbrian grants)…
➢ Three of which were received last year by the same engineering firm who designs,
manufactures and supplies measuring instruments for process industries globally. The grants
supported collaborative R&D projects for product development.
• However, the town benefits from its proximity to Sellafield, 18 miles away, which generates
substantial innovation and local supply chain opportunities (3.6% of its tier two spending in 2017
was in Allerdale).

1Beauhurst

uses a range of criteria to identify high growth companies (e.g. whether a firm has received equity/venture debt investment or an
innovation grant from a selected programme, whether the firm is an academic spinout, scale up or accelerator graduate).

Sectoral structure of the economy
Employment in Workington (2019)

The IC could help Workington to accelerate the
growth of jobs in more productive sectors…

• Workington has relative sectoral strengths in
public administration & defence, general
manufacturing, retail and transport & storage.
• The town has c1k advanced manufacturing
jobs.
• Recent employment growth has been
concentrated in business administration and
support services (+108%), transport and
storage (+50%) and wholesale (+33%), whereas
employment in retail and manufacturing has
fallen by c.10%.

Broad
Sectors

• With an LQ of 0.9, Workington is slightly underrepresented in terms of digital tech jobs.

Cross-cutting
Sectors

Jobs

% of all
jobs

Change
(2015-19)

Location
Quotient
relative to
GB

Retail

2,250

14%

-10%

1.5

Manufacturing

2,000

13%

-11%

1.6

Health

2,000

13%

0%

1.0

Public administration &
defence

1,500

9.4%

0%

2.2

Business administration
& support services

1,250

7.8%

108%

0.9

Transport & storage

900

5.6%

50%

1.2

Sustainable energy

120

0.8%

-36%

0.6

Digital tech

50

0.3%

-0.5%

0.9

1,000

6.3%

25%

0.7

Advanced
manufacturing

Source: SQW analysis of Business Register and Employment Survey data

Skills and occupational mix amongst the local
population
Relative to the rest of Allerdale and
Cumbria, there is a significant skills deficit
in Workington…

Qualification profiles of working age population in Workington, Allerdale
and Cumbria

• 18% of the town’s population are qualified to
degree-level or higher, compared to 30%
across Allerdale and Cumbria as a whole
and 40% across the UK.

• However,
Workington
has
a
smaller
proportion of its workers with no qualifications
(5%) compared to the North West and UK
averages (9% and 8% respectively) .
• There are three times as many workers
employed in process, plant and machine
occupations than the UK average, and
almost
half
as
many
professional
occupations.

Source: SQW analysis of Annual Population Survey data

Highly supportive national, regional, and local
policy contexts

Review of the local commercial
office market

Existing supply of office space
There is no supply of Grade A office space in
Workington currently…

Quality of stock in Workington and Allerdale

• Most of the existing supply is lower grade and older
stock, with 90% built before 2000; 40% of which was
constructed prior to the 1960s.

• According to CoStar, Lillyhall Business Centre is the
only 4 Star office provision in Allerdale. Two units
were unoccupied at the time of writing (November
2021).

• 45% of office units are greater than 7,500 sq. ft in
scale, with 9% of units under 1,000 sq. ft.
• Units under 1,500 sq. ft equate to just 1% of total
office square footage. Therefore, the market suffers
from a poor supply of small units for early stage
companies or in-movers looking for modest amounts
of space.

The proportion of existing supply (number of premises and total
square footage) by size band
Proportion of stock by size
band

• CoStar estimates Workington’s vacancy rate to be
2%. However, local agents think it is slightly higher.

Source: SQW analysis of CoStar data

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Greater than 7,501
sq.ft
4,500 - 7,500 sq.ft
1,501 - 4,500 sq.ft
Under 1,500 sq.ft
Under 1,000 sq.ft
Number of premises

Square footage
Source: SQW analysis of CoStar data

Demand for office space (i)
A subdued office market, with no transactions since 2019…
• According to local agents the principal areas
for
office
demand
in
Allerdale
are
Cockermouth
and
Lillyhall,
whereas
Workington lacks an established office market.

• During the 2016-19 period, the market was
relatively flat with two transactions per annum
(spread across size bands).
• However, Workington accounted for a sizable
proportion (33%) of all take-up across Allerdale as
a whole.
Location

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
(YTD)

Take-up (proportion of transactions) from 2016 to 2021 by size
band in Workington and Allerdale

Total

Workington

2

2

2

2

0

0

8

Allerdale

5

4

6

5

2

2

24

Workington

1,212

4,203

18,567

9,934

0

0

33,916

Allerdale

4,279

6,160

21,147

11,790

798

3,054

47,228

Square footage

Source: SQW analysis of CoStar and EGi data, 2021

% of transactions

Number of transactions

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

38%
31%
25%
19%

25%

25%

25%

25%

19%
13%

Allerdale
Workington

Under 1,000 Under 1,500 1,501 - 4,500 4,500 - 7,500 Greater
sq.ft
sq.ft
sq.ft
sq.ft
than 7,501
sq.ft
Size band
Source: SQW analysis of CoStar and EGi data, 2021

*Net take-up: the measure of total square feet occupied (indicated as a Move-In) less the total space vacated (indicated as a Move-Out) for existing
stock

Demand for office space (ii)
Average rental values are low, and demand
is driven primarily by local service-based
firms…
• Over the past 5 years, average rental values have
fluctuated considerably due to the small number of
transactions and therefore the specific nature of
each office unit leased.

Location

Workington

• However, current office rents are typically c.£10-£12
per sq. ft according to local agents.

Allerdale

• Traditionally, office demand has been driven by
Workington’s local service base, rather than hightech, high-growth firms.

Workington

Allerdale

• Agents expressed some caution regarding the level
of end-user demand for a large-scale IC, largely
because the town is located slightly further afield
from where nuclear and high-tech associated firms
have traditionally located in the past.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
(YTD)

Total

2

2

2

2

0

0

8

5

4

6

5

2

2

24

£12

£4

£4

£89

-

-

-

£10

£6

£7

£48

£26

£8

-

Number of transactions

Average rental value

Source: SQW analysis of CoStar and EGi data, 2021

Existing provision of business/innovation space
Existing business/incubation centres are in
short
supply
and
are
geographically
dispersed…

Location of existing business/innovation space

• There are several business centres in the local area,
such as at Lillyhall, Maryport, Lakeland, which do not
target specific sectors.

• It was reported that these centres achieve rents of
c.£10-12 per sq. ft, but do not offer business support
beyond basic reception services and meeting rooms
etc.
• Higher quality space and more technology focused
occupiers can be found at Westlakes Science Park
(south of Whitehaven), where rents are c.£18 per sq. ft.
• The Eagle Labs Cumbria/Bus Station development,
which launched earlier in 2021, forms part of the North
Shore regeneration scheme at Whitehaven Harbour. It
offers high quality mixed-use retail and office / incubator
space with facilities such as 3D printing and laser cutting.
It has space for more than 110 workers and is currently
c40% occupied – it does not offer on-site parking.

Source: Produced by SQW 2021. Licence 100030994. Contains OS data © Crown copyright [and database
right] [2020]

Analysis of potential demand –
business e-survey and
consultations headlines

Business e-survey respondent characteristics
• 10 responses to the e-survey:
•
•
•
•

Nine complete, one partial
Most mature firms, established pre-2010 (x7)
Majority manufacturing firms (x6)
Mix of sizes in terms of the number of employees
(average of 90 employees in Workington)

• 3 respondents said they are currently looking for
new space… one reported they are finding this
very difficult

• All firms engage in innovation, mainly
product innovation be it in-house or in
collaboration with SMEs/large
firms/universities/RTOs
• Key innovation challenges/opportunities
include accessing skilled labour and
reducing emissions

E-survey headlines (1)
• Most respondents thought that there was
a gap in the market for a new IC…but
views around priorities for the mix/type
of space varied.
• Links to university/college expertise to
support collaborative R&D, proximity to
collaborators/suppliers, and flexible
leasing arrangements (‘easy-in, easyout’) were identified as the most
important features for the IC
• In terms of sectoral focus, Manufacturing
(x8) and Professional, scientific &
technical (x6) were the most commonly
identified target areas of the economy

E-survey headlines (2)
• Three respondents are
definitely/possibly interested in taking
space at the proposed new IC
• However, there is a lack of evidence
on how much space they would be
willing to take and how much they
would be willing to pay for this space.
• The majority of respondents were
‘possibly interested’ in the aparthotel
(x6), but only two provided indicative
prices per night of £80-£100.

Stakeholder feedback (1)
• There is widespread support and enthusiasm for the development of the proposed new
innovation centre in Workington
• The Barclays Eagle Labs team in Whitehaven is keen to explore potential synergies and areas of
complementarity e.g. collaboration opportunities around events, expansion plans and grow-on
provision, as well as possible shared management arrangements etc.
• Sellafield Ltd does not have a specific commercial innovation space requirement currently, but is
excited by the proposals and is keen to stay updated. Sellafield is involved in various discussions
around innovation-related nuclear projects, which could plausibly generate demand in the
future.
• Stakeholders stated that an important remit of the IC was to provide a hub for networking and
collaborative R&D activity

• Flexibility was a consistent theme throughout the discussions
➢ The development must be agile enough to respond quickly to emerging shifts in the market
• Demand is likely to evolve and increase over time, but without anchor tenants, it could take
several years for the facility to break-even. Therefore, the IC must have access to adequate
revenue support during the early years whilst occupancy builds gradually.

Stakeholder feedback (2)
• The facility must also offer high quality physical and digital infrastructure, including a resilient
and future-proofed superfast broadband connection (>1GB)
• The provision of workshop space as well as an aparthotel could be really helpful in
differentiating the offer and cultivating demand within different segments of the market
• Skilled labour shortages was a commonly cited challenge, and it was hoped the IC could help
to address this by attracting skilled labour/entrepreneurs into the area and promoting
innovation and entrepreneurship to local adolescents
• Combined with other recent enterprise focused developments, such as The Bus Station in
Whitehaven and Industrial Solutions Hub (ISH) in Cleator Moor, stakeholders stated there was a
real opportunity to develop a critical mass of innovative enterprise activity in West Cumbria

➢ The Workington Innovation Centre must have a clear role, complement these existing
developments, and genuinely be additive
• However, some concerns were raised in relation to the viability of the scheme given the
inherent challenges and risks around generating demand for innovation space whilst retaining
a sensible entrance policy

Stakeholder feedback (3)
• NNL plans to expand and redevelop its existing site in Workington to create an Innovation Campus which
would comprise five flexible zones: training, experience, research, demonstration and collaboration

➢ NNL offers specialist infrastructure, so the project would not duplicate the Workington IC proposals
➢ Whilst no immediate synergies between the two projects are evident, there may be opportunities
over the longer-term (for example, Workington IC could house/support entrepreneurs in the nuclear
sector)

• ISH aims to create a cluster of organisations, with Sellafield as the anchor alongside supply chain
companies, to extract and develop capabilities from Sellafield in the private sector
➢ The cluster will be supported by a campus, on the Leconfield industrial estate in Cleator Moor. A hub
at the centre of the Innovation Quarter will provide networking, collaboration and community
spaces

➢ ISH is keen to ensure that its offer and the Workington IC concept are fully complementary
• A cohort of local innovative SMEs participating in the Innovation Catalyst (led by Lancaster University) are
in the initial stages of exploring the Cumbrian innovation ecosystem: why does the county lack a strong
ecosystem and what can be done to support ecosystem growth…?
➢ There is an opportunity for Workington IC to contribute to the ongoing development and
strengthening of the Cumbria innovation system

Demand scenario
Drawing on multiple sources of data (including the SME e-survey, property market review, enterprise
data, and stakeholder feedback), and the study team’s wider experience/tacit knowledge, an
indicative demand scenario for the proposed IC has been modelled.
The model includes assumptions on:

• The space required per firm when they move into the facility, which ranges from 250 sq ft. for a local
start-up to 1,500 sq ft for an anchor tenant
• Potential demand for co-working space (modelled as total take-up per annum)
• How space requirements build over time for local start-ups and SMEs as their operations at the IC might
grow
• The survival/retention rate of firms within the facility over an initial ten-year period from the
mobilisation/launch stage.
The scenario suggests that the potential scale of demand for net lettable space at the proposed
Workington Innovation Centre could be in the order of 16,000 sq ft within ten years. However, given the
inherent uncertainty associated with a development of this type in West Cumbria, the scenario figures will
need to be interpreted carefully.

Year

1

2

Source of occupier demand

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

300

350

350

375

375

375

375

375

375

Local SMEs

700

735

809

889

978

1,076

1,184

1,302

1,432

1,576

Anchor tenants
Co-working space
Total Yr 1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

500
1,035

1,159

1,239

1,353

1,451

1,559

1,677

1,807

1,951

Local start-ups

500

550

700

700

750

750

750

750

750

Local SMEs

700

770

847

932

1,025

1,127

1,240

1,364

1,501

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,320

1,547

1,632

1,775

1,877

1,990

2,114

2,251

Local start-ups

500

600

350

350

375

375

375

375

Local SMEs

700

770

847

932

1,025

1,127

1,240

1,364

1,500
500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

3,200

2,870

2,697

2,782

2,900

3,002

3,115

3,239

Local start-ups

750

900

700

700

750

750

750

Local SMEs

350

385

424

466

512

564

620

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

2,785

2,624

2,666

2,762

2,814

2,870

Local start-ups

500

600

700

700

375

375

Local SMEs

350

385

424

466

512

564

Anchor tenants

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

Co-working space

1,000
2,485

2,624

2,666

2,387

2,439

1,450

Anchor tenants

500
1,700

Anchor tenants
Co-working space
Total Yr 3

Anchor tenants
Co-working space

750

Total Yr 4

5

Indicative space requirement (sq ft)
Yr 5
Yr 6
Yr 7

250

Total Yr 2

4

Yr 4

Local start-ups

Co-working space

3

Yr 3

Total Yr 5

3,350

-

-

-

-

3,350

Year

Source of occupier demand

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Local start-ups

Indicative space requirement (sq ft)
Yr 5
Yr 6
Yr 7
250
300

7

350

350

375

424

466

512

1,000
1,600

-

-

-

-

685

774

816

887

Local start-ups

250

300

350

350

Local SMEs

350

385

424

466

-

-

-

-

685

774

816

-

-

-

350

385

424

1,000
1,350

-

-

385

424

Local start-ups

250

300

Local SMEs

350

385

-

-

Anchor tenants
Co-working space
Total Yr 1

-

-

-

-

-

Anchor tenants

1,000
-

Total Yr 2

-

-

-

-

1,600

Local start-ups
Local SMEs

9

Yr 10

385

Co-working space

8

Yr 9

350

Local SMEs
6

Yr 8

Anchor tenants
Co-working space
Total Yr 3

-

-

-

-

-

Anchor tenants

1,000

Co-working space
-

Total Yr 4

-

-

-

-

1,600

250

Local start-ups
10

685

Local SMEs

-

Anchor tenants

-

1,000

Co-working space
Total Yr 5

Cumulative total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,250

1,450

2,735

5,679

9,006

11,817

12,716

13,910

14,906

15,812

16,811

Conclusions

Conclusions (1)
The study findings reinforce the original rationale for developing a flagship
new IC in the centre of Workington…
• The IC could help to address local commercial property market failures, whereby viability gaps
prevent developers from bringing forward Grade A space – this limits Workington’s ability to
attract and retain high quality innovative firms
• It could support efforts to address structural weaknesses within the Workington economy boosting levels of entrepreneurship and innovation, which are relatively low
• It could make it easier for Workington to attract and retain higher skilled workers, thus helping to
tackle the town’s stubborn skills deficit
• It could bring higher-value uses and higher quality investment into the town centre, helping to
raise productivity and the sustainability/resilience of employment opportunities for local
Workington residents – supporting the government’s levelling-up agenda
• It could form part of a broader strategic agenda at the level of West Cumbria to support the
transition to a more innovation-intensive and technology-rich economy.

Conclusions (2)
… and reveal that the local impact of COVID-19 has been significant
• There is a need to re-energise Workington Town Centre and accelerate its post-pandemic recovery
by attracting increased footfall and expenditure
• There is also an opportunity to grow the town’s visitor economy and attract more tourism related
expenditure linked to the Lake District National Park – this could generate demand for space in the
IC as entrepreneurs/knowledge workers seek a high quality of life offer
• There is likely to be increased demand for flexible ‘third spaces’ as a result of behavioural shifts
observed during the pandemic
• The IC presents an exciting and timely opportunity to bring a completely new offer to the town
centre, but it is not without risk…

Conclusions (3)
Flexibility and adaptability must be designed-in from the outset
• There is considerable uncertainty about business models and how these might evolve post Covid-19
• We think tenants will want flexibility (short-term deals) and more wellbeing spaces or communal
areas that support ‘informal innovation/collaboration collisions’
• The IC will need to target and accommodate different segments of the market (new start-ups, early
stage SMEs, co-working space for individual workers and more mature anchor tenants/firms within
the Sellafield supply chain)
• The facility will need to adapt quickly and cost-effectively to changing patterns of demand over
time, so design the IC building with flexibility in mind.

Conclusions (4)
However, despite support from stakeholders, the evidence on existing unmet
demand is extremely limited
• Only three companies from our survey indicated they would be interested in taking space
• Local agents expressed some skepticism regarding demand for a large-scale IC

• Securing one or two anchor tenants for the scheme on a slightly longer-term basis would be
attractive and key to de-risking the project
• Discussions with Sellafield revealed strong support for the proposed development and this could be a
significant source of demand in the future, but they do not have any additional space requirements
currently.

Even if an anchor tenant is found, the IC management team will need to work
very hard to generate demand over time to make the scheme sustainable
• Invest in specialist operators and develop an effective marketing strategy

• Create a compelling/distinctive offer that complements provision at Lillyhall, the Bus Station in
Whitehaven, Westlakes Science Park and the Cleator Moor Innovation Quarter

Conclusions (5)
More generally, a highly specialised and high quality offer is needed if the IC is
going to succeed over the long-term
• High quality design, flexible layout, good facilities management, innovation and entrepreneurship
support as well as networking, marketing and cluster development activity will be required

• The IC will be a new product for the town (complementing wider regeneration investments) and in
that context, it is an untested concept
• A very strong management/leadership team will be needed to cultivate demand and push up
rental levels in order to make the IC financially sustainable
• The opportunity to create something special and highly distinctive at Central Way is very exciting
• Partners need to take some risks in order to change Workington’s economic trajectory.

Conclusions (6)
A key challenge for the study team is to advise on an appropriate scale and
mix of development
• Although the evidence on demand is patchy, it is important that the scheme is sufficiently ambitious
and that the opportunity is not diluted
• A small development with a limited amount of net lettable space (<10k sq ft) will not generate
sufficient rental income needed to cover the costs of the support provision
• However, an overly ambitious scheme (>20k sq ft) is likely to struggle as it will take many years for
occupancy to build and the operational costs will be unsustainably high

• Most of the net lettable accommodation will be office space, but there would appear to be some
demand for dry labs/workshop provision too
• Our recommendation is for a high quality innovation centre to be developed. It should offer
between 10,000 sq ft and 15,000 sq ft of net lettable space. The physical environment should be
designed to support open innovation and collaborative working e.g. with plenty of communal
wellbeing spaces
• There should also be a tailored innovation support and entrepreneurship programme delivered by a
specialist management and leadership team.

Research, analysis and advice

Contact
For more information:
Luke Delahunty
Director
SQW
t. 07764364089
e. ldelahunty@sqw.co.uk

www.sqw.co.uk
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10.0 Structures
The following structural assumptions have been used for the design and
informed the costing of the scheme:

Substructure

Upper floors

•

Supply and installation of piles - assumed contiguous piles of
450mm dia; 10m length; include extra for pile casings or linings,
disposal of excavated material arising from piles, breaking through
obstructions, cutting tops off piles, integrity tests etc

•

•

For column foundations, allow for 3-pile foundation. Reinforced
concrete pile caps of 1950 x 2100 x 750mm; include for
reinforcement, formwork etc. Note no ground investigation has
been undertaken at this stage to support this assumption.

Roof

•

Raft foundation; assume 400mm thick raft foundation to core area

•

Ground floor construction; 175mm thick RC ground bearing slab;
includes reinforcement, formwork, designed joints, surface finish,
waterproofing and sundries.

Composite decking system to mezzanine floor, first, second and
third floors; suspended floor slab; comflor; 130mm thickness;
3m span typically.; include for fixings, formwork, any required
reinforcement, joints; structural screeds and sundry items.

•

Roof structure; flat roof; composite decking system; suspended
roof slab; comflor; 150mm thickness to allow for loading of soil;
3m span typically; include for fixings, formwork, any required
reinforcement, joints; structural screeds and sundry items.

•

Roof covering; green roof system; assume 300mm soil build-up to
entire roof system

Superstructure
•

Frame - Structural steel frame including fittings and fixings, with
columns and beams, fabrication, trial erection, permanent erection
on site and fire protection to steel frame.

•

RC core provides lateral stability. Core to be supported on 400m
deep raft foundations and to be 200m thick. Allow for 175mm thick
RC ground bearing slab at ground floor level. Allow for thickening
around perimeter.

•

Columns – Typical column to be 254x254x73.

•

Beams - Typical beams to be Westok formed of 2no. 838x292x226
UBs. To form a 1085mm deep beam. Secondary beams =
457x152x52.

•

Vertical bracing - allow for Ancon 500 stainless steel, 36mm thread
size.
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11.0 MEP Appraisal
1

Introduction

This Technical Note provides an initial MEP (mechanical, electrical and
plumbing) appraisal and commentary based on the architectural plans,
elevations & sections by Buttress Architects for the Innovation Centre in
Workington.
The commentary provided is a high-level appraisal of considerations
to be taken into account during the early development of the design
and a critique of the current architectural layouts and may need to be
reviewed as the designs progress through the RIBA stages. This note
has been used to inform the development of the designs contained
within the RIBA2 submission.

2

Net Zero / Low Carbon Design

It has been indicated that the scheme is potentially targeting net zero
carbon or otherwise at least a low carbon design solution.

2.1

2.2

Be Lean

The starting point for low carbon design is to reduce the energy
consumption via a fabric first approach. This means the scheme
should be targeting excellent fabric performance to reduce the HVAC
operational energy consumption. This enhanced fabric performance
needs to be factored into the cost plan. As a guide the latest guidance
on fabric performance for zero/low energy commercial offices indicates
the following:
U-Values

W/m2.K

External Wall

0.12 – 0.15

Ground Slabs

0.1 – 0.12

Roofs

0.1 – 0.12

Windows (area weighted average)

1.0 (triple glazing)

Be Mean

Having maximised the passive design measures as described above, the
next consideration is to maximise the efficiency of systems.
Typically, this would be high efficiency thermal plant, low specific fan
powers for ventilation systems, demand control of ventilation systems,
efficient domestic hot water generation and high efficiency LED lighting
& lighting controls.
It is worth noting that the low specific fan powers (SFP) will be critical to
the performance of a mechanically ventilated building and to achieve
low SFP’s there is a penalty in terms of larger ductwork which in turn
means increased riser provision and horizontal services distribution
depths.

2.3

Be Green

Having considered how to reduce energy consumption through a fabric
first approach the next consideration would be to consider the MEP
servicing strategies and the potential green technologies that could be
used on the project.
Whilst a full options appraisal has not been done for the scheme, the
following technologies would be considered viable based on a first pass
at the scheme.
Technology

Suitability

Solar
Thermal Hot
Water

These should be considered to pre-heat the domestic hot
water. A secondary heat source would still be required to
bring the water up to temperature. Offices tend not to
have high hot water consumption so would be borderline
cost effective. Requires roof space with no overshading

Photovoltaics

PV panels have become commonplace and are especially
viable where generated power can be used directly on
site. The use of PV on this project should be taken as a
given. Maximise unshaded roof areas for PV installations.

Air Source
Heat Pumps
(ASHP)

ASHP’s can be used to provide both heating (either
space heating or domestic hot water [DHW] preheat)
to a building during colder months, and cooling during
summer months, and in the case of heated buildings
could provide heat recovery from cooling system
into the DHW pre-heat. The low circuit temperatures
produced mean larger emitters are required but they
are an important technology to consider. External
plant space is required – most likely at roof level.

Ground
Source
Heat Pumps
(GSHP)

GSHP’s work in a similar way to ASHP except the heat
exchange is with the ground rather than ambient air.
GSHP can be via vertical boreholes or ground loops.
It appears there is land available around the building
to facilitate GSHP. A geotechnical report would need
to be carried out to confirm suitability of ground
conditions – coastal locations often have high sand
content which is not always suitable for GSHP. GSHP
plant would be best located internally, at ground floor.

1.2 (double glazing)
A cautionary note on Net Zero Carbon
Within the industry and the wider public the term Net Zero Carbon is
being interpreted in many different ways. In its truest sense a Net Zero
Carbon building will account for the full life cycle of the building. This
will include the operational carbon, the embodied carbon, off-setting
and metering & monitoring.
As yet there is no formal certification for a Net Zero Carbon building
in the UK. However, the UK Green Buildings Council are due to
implement certification at some point in 2022. It is understood that the
certification will include operational carbon, the embodied carbon, offsetting and metering & monitoring. Given that the building would not
be constructed by the time the formal certification methodology and
certification is released then the client needs to be aware of this, if they
wish to have a certified net zero building.
At this point the embodied carbon of MEP services is still in its infancy
and few manufacturers or products have embodied carbon certification.
MEP services are currently often not included in embodied carbon
calculations for this reason.
Building structure and fabric is relatively easy to calculate in terms of
embodied carbon as the calculation is usually applying a carbon factor
to a tonnage of steel, concrete, etc. Software products such as OneClick LCC can assist with this.

External Doors

1.2

Criteria

Value

Air Tightness

<1.0 (m3/m2.h @ 50Pa)

Glazing G-Value

0.4 – 0.3

Whilst the above are not mandated they should be used as a guide for
a high performing zero/low carbon building. One may be able to relax
some performance criteria but this would need to be assessed, typically
during RIBA Stage 2.
In addition to the fabric properties the amount of glazing and
orientation needs to be considered also. The amount of glazing is
always a balance between natural daylight to the space and potential
for overheating through solar gains. External shading in the form of
brise soleil can facilitate large proportions of glazing but this adds
cost. The southern facing façade is the most exposed to solar gains
and hence large amounts of glazing on this façade should be avoided
without some form of passive shading, typically brise soleil. The current
architectural render of the southern facing façade has been amended
from previous iterations to reduce the amount of glazing, which would
be conducive to low carbon design and will lead to high cooling loads.
Studies have indicated that 40% glazing to wall ratios are a good guide
for net zero carbon commercial offices.

There are many other low carbon technologies which could be assessed
but experience suggests that the above would be the front runners for
this scheme.

MEP Services have a high degree of influence on the operational carbon
which in turn is influenced by the passive design solution that can be
implemented. Passive design solutions and LZC technologies are
discussed in the next section of this technical note.
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3

Utilities

4

Servicing Strategies

Most newly constructed buildings and particularly offices are moving
away from fossil fuels. The modern convention is to use heat pumps
for heating and cooling which derives the fuel source from electricity.
This results in a higher maximum electrical demand for the building
which will need to be assessed and reviewed against local electrical
infrastructure to determine if any reinforcements are required to the
grid.

The following commentary is Mott MacDonald’s thoughts on the likely
MEP servicing strategies for the building based on the early layouts and
experience of the current commercial office designs.

Mains cold water would likely feed a storage tank to attenuate peak
demands on the incoming feed and provide resilience. It would need to
be confirmed that adequate capacity in the utility infrastructure exists.

The temperature set points of the spaces can have a very big influence
on the energy consumption. For a Net Zero Carbon building one can
no longer base design on tight temperature bands of say 22˚C ± 2˚C
which has been traditional. For Net Zero a temperature band of 20-26˚C
would be more appropriate to reduce energy, particularly cooling.

4.1

Mechanical Services

Temperature Set Points

It should be noted that if the Office is to be designed to British Council
of Offices (BCO) standards that the space temperatures in the BCO do
not align with what would be recommended for Net Zero Carbon.
Ventilation
Primary ventilation will be provided by 1-2No supply and extract air
handling units (AHUs). The AHU’s will include filtration, heat recovery
and heating and cooling coils to treat primary air. The AHU systems will
be variable air volume (VAV) systems using local VAV units to regulate air
flow based on CO2 monitoring to achieve energy and carbon savings.
The ventilation rate will be based on 10 l/s/person as a minimum,
although additional air may be considered as a response to the COVID
pandemic. Fresh air will be distributed to floors via vertical risers and
delivered to the spaces via 4-pipe fan coil units (FCUs).
Note: due to the proximity to the coast the AHU will need to be rated
for a marine environment.
Due to the depth of the floor plate and height of the floors Natural
Ventilation would not be feasible in our opinion. As a rule of thumb
6-8m depth from façade could be naturally ventilated as a maximum
(dependent on façade treatment and occupancy pattern and density,
amongst other factors). In some instances, the depth is 12m on
the building. It may be possible to treat the perimeter as naturally
ventilated and mechanically ventilate the internal zones.

Note: ASHP Condenser coils may need blygold coating (or alternative) as
the site is considered a marine environment due to proximity to the coast.

The external lighting to the building perimeter, public realm spaces and
car park would also need to be considered.

Domestic Water Services

Communications

Mains cold water will feed a water storage tank to provide 8-12 hours
of storage to allow the building to operate in the event of a break in
supply and attenuate the peak demands. The water tank room is best
at ground level due to the weight of the tank, although it could be
located elsewhere but the slab will need to be strengthened to take
the loads of the water tank. From the tank domestic cold water will be
distributed via booster set to appliances and outlets as required.

There will need to be a main hub room which would typically be located
at ground floor or mezz level. From the hub room a fibre connection
would feed local data cabinets at floor level typically within electrical
risers. From the data cabinets cables would feed serviceable points
with a maximum distance between cabinet and outlet of 90m. The
distribution to desks would be similar to that of power; raised access
floor and service poles, or integrated into cable containment in the
furniture.

Hot water will be generated via heat pump generators to provide a low
energy source of generation. Hot water storage will be provided to
attenuate peak demand. Hot water generation is best located near the
cold-water booster set.
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Fire Alarm

Note: local electric instantaneous water heaters could also be a viable
option given the likely hot water consumption. These reduce the
amount of standing losses and distribution losses and can be looked
on favourably by the Part L BRUKL assessment etc…

A main fire alarm panel will be required at ground floor. The category of
system will need to be determined by a fire engineer in line with BS5839
and will be dependent on travel distances, any hazardous equipment
and client insurance policy among other things.

4.2

Fire alarm interfaces will be required to Mechanical Control Panels,
access control systems, lifts and smoke control systems.

Electrical Services

Electrical Power
The incoming HV supply will enter a Transformer at ground floor
(accessible from external), The transformer will feed the main LV
switchboard from which LV power will be distributed to local floor
distribution boards for small power and lighting. DB’s will be split load
metered to determine small power and lighting loads.
The Photovoltaics panel will feed directly onto the LV switchboard via
inverters. The requirement for back-up power (generator) would be a
client driven decision and would be commercially lead.
Power distribution to outlets needs to be considered, this generally
would be either raised access floors with floor outlets or high-level
distribution with power poles dropping to banks of desks. Meeting
rooms are often best served with floor boxes to avoid trailing cables.

Heating & Cooling
Heating and cooling will most likely be generated via centralised air source
heat pumps located on the roof or external to the building. Heat and
coolth will be distributed to terminals (AHU coils and FCU’s) via pumped
low temperature hot water heating (LTHW) and chilled water cooling (CHW)
distribution pipework. Distribution circuits will be variable volume with
pressure independent control valves on terminals to regulate flow and
maximise energy savings. An internal pump room near the ASHP’s will be
required for housing pumps, pressurisation units and chemical dosing.

The main hub room will need 24hr cooling provision.

Security & Access Control
An access control system would be expected to this type of building.
This would likely be on a zoned area access basis utilising key card or
key fob systems. Given that the ground floor appears to have a degree
of public access to the bar/café area it would be assumed that lifts
would have access control and potentially the incorporation of turnstiles
access to the main stairs to first floor. Back of house areas would have
restricted key card access to building operations team only.
It would be expected that the building would have CCTV coverage externally
(perimeter and car park) and within the building as agreed with client.
Internally it would be envisaged as a minimum that public areas at ground
floor and circulation spaces (lift lobbies) at other floors would be covered by
CCTV. The terraced areas may also warrant CCTV coverage if client desired.

Provision of electrical vehicle charging points may be a requirement
depending on local planning requirements, BREEAM targets and
overall client strategy. It is relatively common now that 10% of car
parking spaces have facility for EV charging.

Intruder detection would be provided throughout & to all external doors
and any openable windows on ground floor level.

Lighting

Requirement for lighting strike risk assessment to determine category.

Lightning Protection

High efficiency LED with automated controls and daylight sensing will
be provided. It would be expected that lighting control panels are
provided on each floor within electrical risers.
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MEP Commentary on Architectural Layouts

5.6

5.1

Electrical Transformer Room & LV Switchroom

Whilst not calculations have been performed, a useful rule of thumb for
riser provision in offices is between 3-5% of floor area. Based on a quick
analysis it would appear the provision is within this range. It should be
stressed however that if low / zero carbon is being targeted then the
necessary reduction in specific fan powers on ventilation systems would
have the impact of requiring more vertical riser’s area provision for the
larger distribution ductwork.

It would be assumed that an incoming electrical room complete with
transformer be located at ground floor level as the transformers are very
heavy and access is needed from external (24 hour access, as required
by the local district network operator). The LV switchroom would also
need to be located near the transformer room to reduce cable lengths
and sizes, keeping cost down.

5.7
5.2

Thermal (heating & Cooling) Plant

Assuming the heating and cooling would be derived from Air Source
Heat Pumps then an external location would need to be provided for
these. This would typically be on the roof (to the north of any lift shaft
so not to overshadow PV) to avoid acoustic issues but could be located
in an external compound (car park for example) with louvred screening
to shield from view but provide free air flow.
The heating and cooling will be distributed via pumped circuits which
the pumps and associated equipment will need to be located in an
internal plantroom. The pump plantroom should be in close proximity
to the air source heat pumps to reduce pipe runs and hence material/
installation cost and operational costs

5.4

Ventilation Plant

Air handling plant would be located at roof level. The AHU’s can
be externally rated to avoid the costs of locating within dedicated
plantroom although that would lead to maintenance activities having
to be undertaken at roof level, potentially in poor conditions when the
weather is not favourable.

5.5

Toilet Core Stacking

Incoming Water & Domestic Water Plantroom

Mains cold water intake location would be required at ground floor.
The mains cold water would serve the building’s cold water storage
tank which will be heavy so consideration should be given to a ground
floor location so can be located on ground bearing slab, otherwise slab
strengthening would be required. Adjacent to the water tank a booster
set will be required. To reduce pipe lengths and hence costs having
the hot water generation (if centralised) near the cold-water tank and
booster is advantageous.

5.3

Riser Provision

Kitchen Ventilation

It is not indicated the level of kitchen being considered. This could
range from a cold sandwich bar through to a hot meal kitchen. If hot
meals are prepared, then a full kitchen ventilation system would likely be
required and routing to the roof for the kitchen extract (fire rated) needs
to be considered. This may increase riser provision to accommodate.

Toilet cores are well stacked which simplifies the foul drainage and
domestic hot and cold-water distribution.

5.8

5.11
Design for Manufacture & Assembly / Modern
Methods of Construction
Main services distribution routes should be arranged to facilitate offsite pre-fabrication and modular installation where feasible. This will
contribute to shorter installation programme duration, assist in reducing
the number of operatives required on the site, result in higher quality
finishes and will lead to health and safety benefits such as reduction of
the requirement for hot works.
On the Innovation Centre the MEP risers and distribution around core
would seem most feasible for pre-fabricated services modules in the
first instance, in addition to roof top plant rooms. MMC for the building
should be considered, including structure and façade, for similar
reasons.

Terrace Water/Drainage
5.12

It is assumed that the terraces will require some irrigation for plants
etc… and also drainage. Drainage will have to drop into the space
below and will need to be insulated to prevent condensation. The
surface drainage will need to run to a riser or down a column on the
façade.

5.9

Rainwater Harvesting

It is believed that rainwater harvesting is being considered to provide
recycled water for toilet flushing. Rainwater harvesting system will
require a storage tank with submersible pumps and filtration. This
would be best provided by a buried tank in the carpark or soft
landscaping external to the building due to the size and weight. The
tank size would be optimised as a function of building flushing demand
and roof collection area.

5.10

Photovoltaics (PV)

It would be expected the roof level would be maximised and optimised
for PV. Consideration of shading from lift overruns, access stairs and
mechanical plant should be considered. Mechanical plant (AHU’s and
Air Source Heat Pumps) should be located at the northerly side of the
building to prevent unwanted shading of PV array. Safe access for
maintenance is to be considered especially for PV panels at the extreme
perimeter (parapets in favour or other measures such as fall arrestors/
man safe systems).

Access & Maintenance

This type of building and installation is fairly standard, however there are
a few things to highlight from an A&M perspective.
The ground floor is a double height space so access to services at high
level (lighting, fan coil units, fire detection) should be considered. It
would be expected that maintenance to these services would be via
mobile access platform (MEWP). Floor selections should ensure they are
appropriate for loadings of such equipment.
Roof access for regular maintenance activities of PV (typically cleaning),
AHU’s (filter replacement, coil cleaning etc…) or ASHP (cleaning) is best
provided via a fixed access stair. This would provide safe access for a
person carrying tools and consumables.
Replacement of major roof plant (AHU’s & ASHP) would need to be via
crane. This could be facilitated from the adjacent car park, noting that
the preferred location of this plant would be to the North side of the
building so not to shade the extensive PV array. External vehicle routes
and ground bearing pressures will need to allow for craneage loading.
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Façade integrated PV should be considered. This can be in the form
of glazing shading and overhangs on the southern façade for example.
This would obviously serve multiple purposes; provide shading to
reduce cooling loads and generate electricity. Another added benefit
is that it would give the building a very visual representation of its
green credentials. Historically façade integrated PV has always been
considered expensive, however, the costs are continually coming down
and more buildings are beginning to apply it as the financial paybacks
become respectable.
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